Doctor’s Office

Healthcare has transformed dramatically, with telehealth on the rise. Providing excellent virtual care is vital, but poses many challenges compared to in-person consultations. Security is more important than ever, as is an easy-to-use experience for both healthcare workers and patients.

Webex is helping medical professionals provide better, faster, and more accurate care for their patients, anywhere.

The Webex Desk Pro lets healthcare staff and patients connect through easy-to-use video consultations. Webex integrates with Electronic Medical Records (EMR) systems so practitioners can view their upcoming appointments and begin a consultation with one simple click, as well as easily share important information with their patients and colleagues. And the 4K screen is great for securely reviewing and sharing documents, like X-rays or CAT scans.

There’s also Cisco IP DECT and Wi-Fi Phones for when you’re on your feet all day. Hardened glass and hot swappable battery options are both durable and reliable in any situation, perfect for a healthcare setting.

Now, healthcare workers and frontline teams can always be connected to their patients, while maintaining security and compliance.

### Product List

**WEBEX DEVICES**

- **Webex Desk Pro** $2,499*
- **Cisco IP DECT** Starting at $233*
- **Cisco Wi-Fi Phones** $713*

**SOFTWARE/FEATURES**

- **Webex Suite**
- **Webex Instant Connect**

*Price listed is Cisco Suggested Resale Price. Special promotional pricing for devices only. WebexOne attendees can purchase up to 5 total workspaces at this price (expires 7/30/22). Webex Suite customers can purchase unlimited devices at these prices. Webex Suite and other software is available to purchase separately, please contact your Partner or Cisco seller for pricing. Meraki prices shown are list prices only and are subject to trade discount and to change without notice.
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